




Randomly Select vs. Randomly Assign      
Tune: All About that Bass

You know you randomly select, select,      
no effect.                                               
You know you randomly select , select,      
no effect.                                               
You know you randomly select, select,      
no effect.                                             
When your sample’s like the population,   
you can generalize.

When you make an experiment,           
you must randomly assign.                    
To make the groups the same,                
so your treatment is the why.                                                                        

When you make an experiment,                                             
you must randomly assign.                                                             
To make the groups the same,               
so your treatment is the why.

Repeat

Randomize to Reduce Bjas 
Tune: Stayin' Alive 

Well you can tell by the way that I design my 
experiment I use my mind 
Treatment A and Treatment B of the 
experiment is what you see because 
Subjects, they go in my big bag, I shake 
them well 
Subjects, they go in my big bag, I shake 
them well 

When you need to spread unknown traits 
evenly, randomize, randomize 
When you need to spread unknown traits 
evenly, randomize, randomize 
Randomize to reduce bias, reduce bias 
Randomize to reduce biiiiiiiiias 

Blocking Reduces Variation 
Tune: Good Vibrations 

I see you have a trait there ... 
That may affect the way subjects respond 
I see you have a trait there 
That may affect the way subjects respond 

What do you do? 
Make homogeneous groups 
What do you do? 
Make homogeneous groups 

Blocking reduces variation 
Blocking reduces variation 

Within each block is experimentation 
Within each block is experimentation 

SR17 ME CA/P I Design Paragraph 
Tune:Shake,Shake,Shake 

�tart with the subjects that you have 
Randomly assign them with a big bag 

*CHORUS: SR"T ME CA/P
SR"TMECA/P 
Shake your bag up 
Shake your bag up 
(repeat) 

Treatments, state your treatments- very well 
Measure .E.ach subject's response to them 

(Repeat chorus) 

C.ompare compare their Average or their 
froportion 
Io see, to see which treatment is really the 
best! 

(Use UR"T ME CA/P for blocking. "BB" 
stands for "Block by <this trait in context> 
Because the trait may affect the response 
<context>) 
































